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Though almost everyone owns a cell phone, we still find the landline phones in almost every home
in the U.S. This means people have not overlooked the drawbacks of landline phones yet. In fact,
the landline phones outsmart the cell phone in a few areas. The main reason why most people
prefer the cell phones to the landline phones is due to the fact that the former is portable and easy-
to-use than the latter. They are light-weight and user-friendly when compared to the immobile home
phones. Add to that, the additional features like high quality camera, gaming applications, text
messaging, access to the Internet and music players have all made the cell phones a charm among
the users.

However, the landline phone outsmarts the cell phones in a few areas as mentioned below.

Battery life

This is one of the main differences between the cell phone and the landline phone. As we all know,
the battery in the home phones is offered to us by the phone set provider itself. In these batteries
the electricity is generated through the copper phone lines that are buried underground. Therefore,
there is always a constant supply of charge and you donâ€™t have to worry about the landline phoneâ€™s
battery dying out. If you take the case of a cell phone, there is always the possibility of the battery
dying out very fast when the usage is a bit more like that of playing music or games. When there is
a power outage and you need to make an emergency call you have to face the most frustrating
thing of having to wait for the power to be restored to make the call or pull the number out from the
cell phone directory.

Security concerns and additional benefits

Security is one of the major issues with the cell phones. Anytime your cell phone conversations can
be hacked and misused. This is very rare in case of the landline phones. It is for this reason why
they are predominantly used for office purposes. Some of the additional benefits of the home
phones include access to the Internet for DSL subscribers, connection to other equipments like fax
machines, DVR and a lot more.

What do we really look for in a home phone service? Flawless communication, economical plans,
and additional calling features are what we expect from a landline phone service and that is what we
get from leading service providers in the U.S like Charter. From service providers like these, you
can enjoy some really good benefits that you canâ€™t find in all services.

The good thing about this service is that Charter Telephone number lets you maintain your existing
telephone number and device without even thinking of a changeover. Speak endlessly with your
loved ones until you fall short of words since some of the leading service providers offer unlimited
calling minutes and slashed international calling rates. Make use of â€˜Automatic Redial on Busyâ€™ or
â€˜Three Way Callingâ€™ for your betterment without worrying about huge bills.

Uninterrupted service with high voice clarity is the crucial for any landline phone and you get it
absolutely with most of the leading telephone service providers in the U.S. The leading service
providers offer a lot of attractive benefits. With cheap international call rates you can talk with your
long distance friends keeping your budget under control and keep in constant touch with your
friends in the local as you get unlimited local calling plans from most of the top-class service
providers in the U.S. Thus, you get cheap international calls and unlimited free local calls at
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attractive discounts from some of the leading service providers in the US.

Another good thing about the landline phone service of today is that you can maintain your existing
number and phone set when you order for a new connection which in fact saves you a good amount
of fuss. Moreover, with services from the leading telephone providers you get to enjoy the traditional
calling features plus all the latest ones which makes calling a delightful experience.
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